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Abstract 

The basic idea of behind the scenes script is to 

summarize what goes behind your mind that all time 

keeps it weird way that we people tend less likely to 

reveal. The stickiness of something is what make it 

more twisting point and at the same time real for 

humankind to. 
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1.INTRODUCTION 

Poetry is a form of art. And so, this script “Behind the 

scenes” proves the point how thoughts start crumbling 

when they start flowing through words. The flow could 

be heartfelt through words. It gives a way of rhythmic 

expressions of your thoughts and the way you want to 

portrait it to. Below are few art works to which many 

could relate to. 

2. EXAMPLES 

2.1. Silent talk with the moon 

Introduction: This poetry signifies how we humans talk 

to moon in silent way when we don’t lose faith and keep 

hope. 

Hi moon hope you are doing good, 

Do you also sometimes lose your mood? 

We search for peace and silently talk to you, 

But do you get some free time to look into? 

We here deal with many fights, 

But can you own me from you some light so that I can 

too shine? 

You are all time surrounded by shining and twinkling 

stars, 

But can you just gift me one so that I also become 

member of your family though I am too far? 

2.2. Tiny beautiful ones! 

Introduction: This tiny poetry says we people find 

happiness in tiny moments although we run behind big 

achievements. 

Tiny stars, 

That seems to be so far, 

Waiting and staring towards the sky at night to make 

wish from shooting star. 

The smell of tiny rose, 

Those colleges’ tiny notes, 

The essence of tiny rain drop, 

The wonderful smell of sand after that tiny rain drops. 

Tiny smiles, 

Beautiful lies, 

Feels to fly high! 

2.3. Urge to get old soul back 

Introduction: The idea behind this poetry is to show 

how we people fear from the change although it’s 

permanent. The fear of let go. 

In the world of fears, 

Where it has been felt like ever before. 

How madly it used to wonder before for everything, 

Which don’t find its own path now correctly? 

I am in era where asking god can I get my old soul back, 

So that I can rest it and begin with goals like whole 

again. 
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Oh gods make me come and again let me feel alive, 

So that I can become philanthropist to save the world 

from crimes. 

There are innocent hopes in my heart which hopes to 

get fulfill in depth, 

Oh god can I please get my old soul back? 
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